Eco-Ultra Inks
LOOKING FOR PRINTS THAT WILL
STAND UP TO EVEN THE MOST
AGGRESSIVE CONDITIONS?
Formulated for exceptional durability,
Eco-Ultra features unbeatable scratch
resistance under the harshest conditions, which is critical to the production
of banners and other graphics.
Revolutionary Eco-Ultra is more efficient
than ever, providing rich ink density for
bright vivid prints, quicker drying time,
and no odor or fumes to manage.
In addition, the price of Eco-Ultra
is 20% lower than previous inks.
Best of all, the improved Eco-Ultra
Ink is tougher than
ever before and boosts
the performance of
Mutoh’s Toucan LT and
Falcon Outdoor printers.
New Eco-Ultra Ink. Ultimate performance and value in every print.

Introducing MUTOH’s Eco-Ultra Ink

Improved Scratch Resistance

Eco-Ultra ink is tougher than ever, featuring improved scratch resistance
for maintaining image quality for outdoor graphics and signage.

Faster Drying Time and More Aggressive Adhesion

Eco-Ultra ink produces quick drying graphics that adhere more
aggressively to a wide variety of substrates that can be handled right off
the printer, increasing productivity. Faster drying times also promote long
production runs, even in high speed mode.

Faster Drying Time and More Aggressive Adhesion

Eco-Ultra ink produces quick drying graphics that adhere more aggressively to a wide variety of substrates that
can be handled right off the printer, increasing productivity. Faster drying times also promote long production
runs, even in high speed mode.

Outstanding Image Quality

Looking for that perfect red? Look no further. Due to a wider color gamut and higher ink density, Eco-Ultra
Ink delivers exceptionally bright, vivid colors in every print. In addition, prints are still durable up to three years
outdoors without lamination.

Virtually Odorless

Eco-Ultra ink requires no special ventilation or environmental equipment. Unlike other inks, Eco-Ultra is safe to use
and odorless, which ensures a comfortable working environment.

Replaces Eco-Solvent Plus Ink in Mutoh’s Falcon Outdoor and Toucan LT Inkjets

If you thought Mutoh’s prints were fabulous before, take a look at us now. Eco- Ultra has been formulated to
boost the performance of Mutoh’s Toucan LT and Falcon Outdoor series.

New Lower Pricing

Even with all of the added performance, the price of Eco-Ultra is LOWER than our previous ink at just $59.99 per
200ml cartridge. The ink also supports a wide variety of affordable, profiled coated and uncoated media, which
drops production costs even lower.
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New Eco-Ultra Ink, Ultimate performance and value in every print.

